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PART 10
Disorders of the Cardiovascular System

Figure 302-1 Magnetic resonance angiography of a patient with intermittent claudication, showing stenoses of the distal abdominal aorta
and right iliac common iliac artery (A) and stenoses of the right and left superficial femoral arteries (B). (Courtesy of Dr. Edwin Gravereaux, with
permission.)
Prognosis The natural history of patients with PAD is influenced primarily by the extent of coexisting coronary artery and cerebrovascular
disease. Approximately one-third to one-half of patients with symptomatic PAD have evidence of coronary artery disease (CAD) based
on clinical presentation and electrocardiogram, and over one-half have
significant CAD by coronary angiography. Patients with PAD have a
15–30% 5-year mortality rate and a two- to sixfold increased risk of
death from coronary heart disease. Mortality rates are highest in those
with the most severe PAD. Measurement of ABI is useful for detecting PAD and identifying persons at risk for future atherothrombotic
events. The likelihood of symptomatic progression of PAD is lower
than the chance of succumbing to CAD. Approximately 75–80% of
nondiabetic patients who present with mild to moderate claudication
remain symptomatically stable. Deterioration is likely to occur in the
remainder, with approximately 1–2% of the group ultimately developing critical limb ischemia each year. Approximately 25–30% of patients
with critical limb ischemia undergo amputation within 1 year. The
prognosis is worse in patients who continue to smoke cigarettes or
have diabetes mellitus.

TREATMENT

Peripheral Artery Disease

Patients with PAD should receive therapies to reduce the risk of
associated cardiovascular events, such as myocardial infarction and
death, and to improve limb symptoms, prevent progression to critical limb ischemia, and preserve limb viability. Risk factor modification
and antiplatelet therapy should be initiated to improve cardiovascular outcomes. The importance of discontinuing cigarette smoking
cannot be overemphasized. The physician must assume a major role
in this lifestyle modification. Counseling and adjunctive drug therapy
with the nicotine patch, bupropion, or varenicline increase smoking cessation rates and reduce recidivism. It is important to control
blood pressure in hypertensive patients. Angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors may reduce the risk of cardiovascular events in
patients with symptomatic PAD. β-Adrenergic blockers do not worsen
claudication and may be used to treat hypertension, especially in
patients with coexistent CAD. Treatment of hypercholesterolemia
with statins is advocated to reduce the risk of myocardial infarction,
stroke, and death. The 2013 ACC/AHA Guideline on the Treatment
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of Blood Cholesterol to Reduce Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Risk
in Adults recommends high intensity statin treatment in patients
with atherosclerotic disorders, including peripheral artery disease.
Platelet inhibitors, including aspirin and clopidogrel, reduce the risk
of adverse cardiovascular events in patients with atherosclerosis
and are recommended for patients with symptomatic PAD, including those with intermittent claudication or critical limb ischemia or
prior lower extremity revascularization. Dual antiplatelet therapy with
both aspirin and clopidogrel is not more effective than aspirin alone
in reducing cardiovascular morbidity and mortality rates in patients
with PAD. The anticoagulant warfarin is as effective as antiplatelet
therapy in preventing adverse cardiovascular events but causes more
major bleeding; therefore, it is not indicated to improve outcomes in
patients with chronic PAD.
Therapies for intermittent claudication and critical limb ischemia
include supportive measures, medications, nonoperative interventions, and surgery. Supportive measures include meticulous care of
the feet, which should be kept clean and protected against excessive drying with moisturizing creams. Well-fitting and protective
shoes are advised to reduce trauma. Elastic support hose should be
avoided, as it reduces blood flow to the skin. In patients with critical limb ischemia, shock blocks under the head of the bed together
with a canopy over the feet may improve perfusion pressure and
ameliorate some of the rest pain.
Patients with claudication should be encouraged to exercise regularly and at progressively more strenuous levels. Supervised exercise training programs for 30- to 45-min sessions, three to five times
per week for at least 12 weeks, prolong walking distance. Patients
also should be advised to walk until nearly maximum claudication
discomfort occurs and then rest until the symptoms resolve before
resuming ambulation. The beneficial effect of supervised exercise
training on walking performance in patients with claudication often
is similar to or greater than that realized after a revascularization
procedure. Pharmacologic treatment of PAD has not been as successful as the medical treatment of CAD (Chap. 293). In particular,
vasodilators as a class have not proved to be beneficial. During
exercise, peripheral vasodilation occurs distal to sites of significant
arterial stenoses. As a result, perfusion pressure falls, often to levels
lower than that generated in the interstitial tissue by the exercising muscle. Drugs such as α-adrenergic blocking agents, calcium
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